
The Concourse Hotel, Madison, WI
October 12-14, 2016

Reaching the Finish Line Together

If you have any questions, feel free to contact the WHPRMS administrative 
office at 920-560-5648 or email WHPRMS@badgerbay.co 



Plan NOW to attend the Wisconsin Healthcare Public Relations and Marketing Society’s Annual Conference. This 
year’s theme is, The Amazing Race - Reaching the Finish Line Together, and this 3-day conference promises to 
provide attendees with valuable knowledge and insight into healthcare marketing, public relations and business 
development. This conference will include many opportunities to gain leading-edge education and professional 
networking experiences. 

Who Should Attend?
Public relations, marketing and business development professionals throughout the country looking to further 
their healthcare background and expertise. Members and non-members of WHPRMS are welcome to attend the 
conference. 

CONFERENCE AGENDA (subject to change)

Wednesday, October 12
10:30 am 18th Annual WHPRMS Conference Golf Classic at Bridges Golf Course 
 Tee times are reserved starting at 10:30. Prize ceremony at the course at 3:15. 

3:00 - 6:00 pm Conference Registration

6:00 - 7:00 pm Networking Reception with Exhibitor Showcase and Hors d’ oeuvres
 Plan to join us for a fun, informal networking reception! 

7:00- 9:00 pm Amazing Race Activity 

Thursday, October 13
7:30 - 8:45 am Breakfast and WHPRMS Annual Business Meeting

8:45 - 10:15 am Winners Do the Extra Credit…Even When They Have an “A” 
 Merit Gest, Keynote Speaker

What makes a person willing to go “above and beyond” the call of duty? Why do some people consistently rise to 
the top and others cling to an entitlement mentality, watching from the sidelines? The truth is, winners do the extra 
credit, even when they already have an A -- in school, sports, entertainment, business or life. There is always extra 
credit to be done and few people who are willing to bring an attitude of extra credit to what they do. Becoming one 
of those people ensures your success. You will laugh. You will learn. You will know exactly what to do when you leave 
the session. You will be in action before the next session. You will use your new Extra Credit Mindset everywhere and 
it will stick with you for the long term. This session sets off a culture of Extra Credit seekers that can transform the 
future of an organization.

10:15 - 10:45 am Break and Exhibitor Showcase

10:45 -11:45 am Breakout Sessions: 

1.1. Your Brand is About a Heartbeat, Not a Chest Beat
Rob Rosenberg, Springboard Brand & Creative Strategy

Hospitals are constantly beating their own chests and telling people how great they are with technology, physician 
expertise, and “comprehensive, multi-disciplinary” services. These claims often go right over the heads of consumers 
or wind up in the “land of undifferentiation” with other providers in the marketplace. Branding is not about chest 
beating and making one claim after another; it’s about creating a heartbeat and engaging consumers with key ideas 
and messages that touch their “sweet spot.” This presentation will explore how consumers define “heartbeat” 
brands and the characteristics they look for from hospitals. We’ll also discuss how this same philosophy applies to 
internal communications and branding, as well.

1.2. Intelligence is a Powerful Thing
Darla Seehafer, Tea Leaves Health 

Information – or as we like to call it – data, is critical to everything we do. We use it in every facet of our lives - 
including business - to make educated decisions; decisions that can help us steer away from harm and toward 



1.2. Intelligence is a Powerful Thing continued...

ultimate success. Without data, we would be in the dark blindly developing strategies without intelligence behind 
them. Our business transactions – and our lives – would simply be a guessing game.  

But data alone – even the best, most current and applicable data – isn’t enough to help you reach your goals, or 
take your organization to the next level. It’s what you do with the data, how you select it, filter it, segment it, dissect 
and reassemble it, and then – most importantly – use it, will be the catalyst toward success. Do you have DATA 
INTELLIGENCE? Do you know the Top 10 referrers in each key service line? Have you wondered which of the primary 
care physicians in your market have used your cardiac services in the last six months? What barriers are preventing 
optimal utilization of your services? Data intelligence can answer all of those questions, and more. This session will 
explain how total information awareness and business intelligence for physician relations – used in the right way – 
can lead to strategic growth, effective physician engagement strategies and increased revenue.                 

1.3. The Policy Geek Meets the Marketing Maven
Mr. Jeffrey Remsik, Bottom Line Marketing
Mr. Ladd Wiley, Akin Gump

Ongoing public policy debates about “repealing and replacing” healthcare reforms guarantee that healthcare will 
remain in the media and political lime light. Learn how to protect and enhance your brand by creating stronger 
links between your marketing communications and public affairs strategies. With a deeper understanding of the 
political environment, you can better leverage your organization’s success, identify key emerging issues and connect 
strategically with public officials. You’ll also improve your ability to translate complex concepts about healthcare 
reform, reimbursement, quality and transparency into useful and meaningful messages that resonate with clinicians, 
employees, public officials and most importantly, patients. Learn how companies and coalitions have leveraged PR 
strategies to affect laws and regulations in recent years. We will review case studies which show how targeted media 
relations, coalition building and grass roots programs can be employed with direct lobbying.           

11:45 am -12:45 pm Lunch
 Merit Gest 

12:45 - 1:15 pm Break and Exhibitor Showcase

1:15 - 2:15 pm Breakout Sessions:

2.1. How to Survive a Rebranding – and Live to Talk About It
Vikki Baumler, ThedaCare
Megan Mulholland, ThedaCare

ThedaCare is the largest employer based in Northeast Wisconsin, with 7,000 employees, seven hospitals, 34 clinics 
and a dozen more ancillary facilities in nine counties. In regards to branding, nothing was consistent – there were 
several different logos, with no brand standards and rogue activity. Over the last two years, they brought all of those 
facilities under one new look, with a common naming structure both inside and outside the walls. A skeletal crew led 
the way to this re-brand. Hear from two of the survivors.

2.2. Did you Move the Needle? Ensure Value through Program Evaluation: Tactics to Assess your Outcomes 
Accurately, Efficiently and Effectively
Evan K. Perrault PhD, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

How do you know your latest program or intervention achieved success? What metrics have you been using to 
assess your effectiveness as a communication professional? In today’s ever-increasing competitive environment for 
funding and resources, programs need to show measurable contributions, or risk losing their financial support in 
the future. If you think evaluation happens only after your program is complete, you’ve been doing it all wrong. 
Evaluation plans need to be created and in-place well before your first messages get disseminated. In this session, 
learn how to construct campaigns or interventions that will ensure you will be able to accurately measure your 
effectiveness when they are concluded. Also, learn the value of other measurable variables (besides elusive 
behavioral changes) which can help show that your communication is having an impact.



2.3. How to Set Up Marketing Automation
James Pellizzi, Layer One Media

Marketing Automation is a buzzword. In reality, it’s just 1:1 Marketing in the digital landscape. Learn how to send 
relevant content to relevant individuals and manage your pipeline. Companies who can do this will see increased 
open rates, click rates - and most importantly - conversion rates.  

2:15 - 2:45 pm Break and Exhibitor Showcase

2:45 - 3:45 pm Breakout Sessions:
 
3.1. Growing Patient Volume: 10 Effective Online Strategies to Maximize Growth in Service Line Volume
Jim Flynn, Hult Marketing 

Google and WebMD have forever changed the way patients search for health-related information. This interactive 
session will focus on the importance of engaging in measurable online tactics, website optimization, social media 
and keyword-focused content to promote your healthcare organization. Each individual website visitor offers the 
potential to increase your patient volume. Regardless of the size of your organization, patient volume is at the core 
of your business development success. At the conclusion of this session, attendees who are currently making a 
significant marketing investment will be able to use these 10 tangible online strategies to definitively measure the 
return on their investment and increase patient volume.

3.2. Uniting Two Hospitals Under One New Brand, Right in the Place They Love
Kevin Stranberg, Memorial Medical Center and HTK Marketing Communications

Memorial Medical Center in Ashland, Wisconsin, and Hayward Area Memorial Hospital in Hayward, Wisconsin, 
worked with HTK Marketing Communications to discover their underlying brand identity using the HTK Stand Up 
Branding process. Creating an identity played a central role in solidifying the two hospitals’ growing partnership. It 
also created a feeling of pride within each hospital and reintroduced the region to the care they had access to “Right 
here in the place we love.”

3.3. Hundreds of Channels…Which One is Best? Marketing Attribution for Healthcare Marketers
Mary Jane Mortell, Tea Leaves Health 

Marketing attribution, or cross-channel attribution, is the science of measuring the individual and combined impact 
of the multiple media “touches” that consumers are exposed to before they make a purchase. Understanding 
attribution helps a brand track their marketing and media efforts more accurately by understanding which touch 
points are most influential in driving behavior. Hospitals are deploying many assets on their websites; such as SEM, 
display ads, Facebook, direct mail, email and IVR. Consumers may be exposed to some or all of these messages. 
Which exposure leads to the decision to become a patient? What should we count and how should we count it? 
This is a difficult task even for large retailers with large budgets. In this session, we will discuss the concepts behind 
marketing attribution and analytics then provide information on how to apply these concepts to healthcare.                                   

3:45 - 4:00 pm Break and Exhibitor Showcase

4:00 - 5:00 pm Breakout Sessions

4.1. Empowering Brand Momentum in Your Healthcare Organization: 5 Things You Can Start Today to 
Empower Your Distinction
Jim Flynn, Hult Marketing 

What do consumers think, feel and believe when they interact with your hospital or clinic? In today’s competitive 
healthcare environment, empowering your brand’s momentum is essential to building a great employee environment 
and a stronger patient experience. From the C-Suite to marketing, public relations, communications and physician 
relations, the brand needs to remain central to all employee actions, customer interactions and messaging. Speaker 
Jim Flynn will share strategies on how to discover “who” your organization is today, what you do differently and 
what you are capable of becoming. He will discuss the common misconceptions about brand building-and walk you 
down the path necessary to lay the foundation to propel your brand forward. A powerful brand is the great driver of 
distinction and ultimately empowers greater clarity of vision, awareness, reputation and momentum.



4.2. Let’s Get Digital! Making Meaningful Use and EMR Fun (Really!)
Julia Hansch, The Roberts Group

ICD-10, PQRS, EMR … It’s a challenge swimming through alphabet soup to navigate the ever-changing federal 
requirements surrounding “meaningful use.” Besides decoding these requirements with their huge financial 
implications, another hurdle involves on-boarding physicians to complete the required software training that allows 
organizations to meet these obligations. This case study highlights a creative campaign crafted to position trainings 
as less daunting, which proved to be an effective way to encourage physician buy-in of the process.

4.3. Storytelling Through Video
Robert Johnston, Fort HealthCare
Chad Johnstone, Highlights Media 

Ever wanted to create or have a company produce physician profiles, patient stories, department tours, specialist 
presentations and television commercials but wanted more control? Through a demonstration of video samples, 
concepts on brainstorming, workflow, production, delivery and how to view social media results, you’ll feel 
empowered to create your own “Storytelling Through Video.”

6:00 - 7:00 pm Cocktail Hors d’oeuvres Reception with Exhibitor Showcase

7:00 - 9:00 pm Dinner, Leadership Recognition and Awards Ceremony 

Friday, October 14

7:30 - 8:30 am Breakfast and Exhibitor Showcase

8:30 - 9:30 am Five Things You Need to Know About Wisconsin Health Care
 Mary Kay Grasmick, Wisconsin Hospital Association 

9:30 - 11:00 am Straight from the Storytellers’ Mouths: See How Compelling Storytelling Can Be a   
 Game Changer
 Mark Thompson, The Roberts Group
 David Haznaw, Endeavor Marketing Group LLC
 Barry Sattler, Independent Studios
 Jim Schuler, Writer/Director 

A truly priceless opportunity to hear from three experienced writers and producers who each have more than 30 
years’ experience collecting, digging, researching, listening and telling stories about healthcare and beyond. David 
Haznaw, Menomonee Falls, Barry Sattler, Milwaukee, and Jim Schuler, Madison, are Wisconsin-based freelance 
writers and radio and television producers with extensive experience developing and telling stories about healthcare 
and any number of other businesses, industries and professions. During his 42-year career in hospital and group 
practice healthcare marketing and healthcare agency service, Mark Thompson, Executive Vice President of The 
Roberts Group, Waukesha, has worked extensively with each writer-producer and will moderate this panel discussion 
about their creative experiences. Hearing from these talented and creative individuals gives WHPRMS members 
key insights and the opportunity to learn what these writers/producers look for, what questions they ask, how they 
collect information and what it takes to develop convincing stories on behalf of a myriad of clients.

11:00 am Conference concludes and hotel check-out



 GENERAL CONFERENCE INFORMATION  

Registration Rates - Register by September 9 and receive Early Bird Discount of $50!

Members
WHPRMS Member Full Conference Early Bird $250
WHPRMS Member Full Conference $300
WHPRMS Member Thursday Only Conference $225 (Includes Thursday’s Awards Dinner) 

WHPRMS Non-Member Full Conference Early Bird $400
WHPRMS Non-Member Full Conference $450
WHPRMS Non-Member Thursday Only Conference $375 (Includes Thursday’s Awards Dinner)

Thursday Evening Only $95
Cocktail and Hors d’oeuvres Reception, Exhibitor Showcase, Leadership Recognition, Awards Ceremony and Dinner 
(Not available for Early Bird Discount)  

Online Registration
You must be a current WHPRMS member to register at the member rate. 
Conference and golf registrations can be made online at: badgerbay.co/WHPRMS_Conference
Payment can be made online or you can follow up with payment by check. If paying by check, please include names 
of ALL registrants with payment. For members and non-members paying by check, please send payment to:

WHPRMS
563 Carter Ct. Ste. B, Kimberly, WI 54136

Hotel Accommodations
The Concourse Hotel – Madison, Wisconsin
1 W. Dayton St. Madison WI 53703
concoursehotel.com

Rooms are available at The Concourse Hotel at a special group rate of $159 per night. To make a reservation, please 
contact The Concourse Hotel at 800-356-8293 and request the WHPRMS room block.
Reservation Deadline: September 15, 2016

Join Us for Golf!
Novice and seasoned golfers are invited to participate in the 18th Annual WHPRMS Conference Golf Classic. Tee 
times are reserved starting at 10:30 with a prize ceremony at 3:15. This optional outing will be held at The Bridges 
Golf Course in Madison, WI. Cost is $30 per person and includes 18 holes and a golf cart. Please pay for your golf at 
the same time you pay for registration. 

Conference Cancellation Policy
Cancellations must be received on or before October 3 to the WHPRMS office by email at WHPRMS@badgerbay.co 
or fax to 920-882-3655. No refunds will be given after October 3. 

Conference Attire
Casual, comfortable attire is appropriate for all Wednesday evening activities and all conference sessions. Thursday 
evening’s reception dinner and awards ceremony are celebratory events, for which semi-formal dress is encouraged. 

Speaker Presentations
All speaker presentations and supplemental materials for this event will be posted on the WHPRMS Conference App 
as well as on the WHPRMS (WHPRMS.org) website. 

Special Needs
In accordance with the Americans and Disabilities Act, our organization seeks to make this conference accessible to 
all. If you have a disability which might require special accommodations or have any dietary restrictions, please email 
your needs to WHPRMS@badgerbay.co. 




